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Abstract-Let ‘p1 denote the set of n x n unitary matrices equipped with the Euclidean topology. Let X be 
the collection of all matrices of the form 1-2~~ with /(x1( = 1, x E R”. % is compact and X is a closed 
subset of C. 
If I& 4 -P R’ is continuous we will define ti_, = 1.u.b. e(U). 4 will be called Z-sloped provided U E % 
and $(U) < (bmax imply there exists some H in K (d:pendent on U) such that #(U)< $(HU) s $,,,... A 
sequence {Ui}tl in $1 will be called a $-Householder sequence provided HE R and i an integer imply 
(1) rL(LIi)C ti(u,+,) 
(2) 4(HUi) s $(LI,+,). 
We prove in the first part of this paper that Jim II_( ti) = I& for every $-Householder sequence { Ui}b, i-r-4 
if and only if JI is %-sloped. 
In the second part of this paper we apply this result o the case of a finite family of multivariate normal 
densities each of whose covariance matrix is the identity matrix and where 4 is average interclass 
divergence. We show in that case that Q is X-sloped. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In all that follows Ou will denote the set of n X n unitary matrices. We will equip % with the 
Euclidean topology and recall that Q is a compact set. The subset X of ‘J& consisting of those 
matrices of the form H = 1-2~~’ with l/x\\ = 1, x E R” (the Householder transformations) i  a 
compact subset of Q. 
If 4: % + Reals (=R’) is continuous we will define I+&,, = 1.u.b. II_(U) a&d examine, for 
certain sequences {Vi}:=, in Q, the convergence of the sequences {~(U;)]~~~ to I,$,_ Sequences 
of this nature have been constructed and studied by Decell and Smiley [I], Decell and Marini[6], 
Decell and Mayekar in connection with maximizing certain class separability functions in 
pattern classification problems. Throughout his paper X Q and Q will be as described above. 
Definition 1, t,b will be called X-sloped provided 17 E B and II(U) < &,,= imply there exists 
some H (dependent on 17) such that $(U) < +(HU) c &,,,. 
Definition 2. A sequence (UJT=“=, in % will be called $-convergent provided {$(Ui)}~Z, 
converges. 
Definition 3. A sequence {Ui}bl in 9t will be called a $-Householder sequence provided 
H E X and i an integer imply 
(1) IL(Q) d $(vi+l) 
(2) +NHui) G @,(Vi+I)* 
II. CONVERGENCE 
Proposition 1 
Each t,4-Householder s quence {Vi]:= 1is $-convergent and Ii” +( Vi) = 4(U) = 1.u.b. t,h( Vi) for 
I 
some U E % which is the limit of a subsequence of { Ui}Tz,. 
Proof. Let {Ui}~z~ be a $-Householder sequence. Since, by definition, {~(Ui)}~=* is a 
monotone increasing sequence bounded by &,,, it must converge to 1.u.b. Jt(Ui). Since % is 
compact, some subsequence { Ui,}rzl must converge to U E %. Moreove:, the continuity of $ 
insures that lip +4((q) = 4(U), that is, {Jr(U;k)}Z,, is a convergent subsequence of {Ji(Ui)}Tz, 
and the convergence of the latter insures the conclusion of the proposition. This completes the 
proof. 
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Proposition 2 
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Each $-Householder sequence +-converges to hax if and only if Ic, is X-sloped. 
Proof. Suppose each $-Householder sequence $-converges to GmX. If 4 is not X-sloped 
then there is some U E 41 for which $(U) < I,!&, and @(MY) 9 4(U) for each H in X The 
sequence {Ui}T=i with Ui = U for each i is clearly a $-Householder sequence for which 
lim cL( vi) < 441~~ a contradiction. If 4 is X-sloped and {Ui}yzi is a $-Householder sequence 
then, according to Proposition 1, there is some U E % and some subsequence { U,}~=, for which 
lim $( Ui) = (lr( U) and U = lim Ui,- NOW if JI( U) < IJ~- there exists H in X such that 4(U) < 
;(HU) c &w,x. Since both Jr’and the mapping U --) HU are continuous it follows that $( 17) = 
lim $( Ui) < $(HU) = lim (CI(HUii) s lim $( Vi,.+,) = +(U). The latter inequality is absurd and 
hknce lim $( Vi) = I,&~( This complet:s the proof. 
The aext proposition sheds some light on the nature of the convergence of $-Householder 
sequences for X-sloped tJ. This result is of particular importance in applying algorithms based 
upon construction of @Householder sequences such as those described in [l], [6] and [7]. 
Proposition 3 
If { Ui}~z~ is a $-Householder sequence and t,k is X-sloped then exactly one of the 
following holds: 
(1) {$( Ui)}Txl is strictly monotonic (and convergent to I,&); 
(2) for some integer k, I.u&b. (CI(HUd s I+%( U,) (in which case 1+4( Uk) = I+&,~). 
Proof. We will first show that the hypotheses and -( 1) imply (2). If {$( Ui)}TC, is not strictly 
monotonic then there is some integer k for which $(H&) s $( Uk+,) = $( Uk) for each H in X 
and hence, l.tb. $(HUd s +5(&J. Now if 4(U,) < &,,ax then for some fi in %’ 1,4( U,) < 
clr(fiUd s SInax. This, of course, contradicts I.%b. $(HUk) s t,h( U,) and hence $( Uk) = &_.. The 
hypothesis and -(2) imply, for each integer k, that there exists an H in X for which 
l(r(U,J < qQ(H&) and, for this H, that 1+5( U,) < +(HUk) s JI(Uk+l). The convergence of 
{+( Vi)}:=, to fkmax is a consequence of Proposition 2. 
III. APPLICATION 
We will first prove two propositions before doing the application. 
Proposition 4 
Let T: R” + R” be a linear transformation. Then there exists an orthonormal basis 
{u,, . . .I v,} of R” satisfying (T(s), T(u,)) = 0 whenever 1 c i < j s m. 
Proof. For u E R” define f(u) = )~Z’(U)][*. S ince f is continuous there exists u” with Ilu”ll= 1 
and f(u)s f(u”) whenever JJuI( = 1. For u in R” the partial of f in the direction u at u” is 
2( T( u”), T(u)). If (u, u”) = 0 and (T( u”), T(u)) # 0 then W.L.O.G. (T( 0’7, T(u)) > 0 from which 
we can deduce that there exists a, b with a*+ b* = 1 and for which IIT(au + bu”)l(* > IIT(u”)l(z. 
This would contradict the choice of u” and it follows that (T(u), T(u”)) = 0 whenever (u, u”) = 0. 
Since the collection [u”ll of all vectors u for which (u, u”) = 0 is an m-l dimensional subspace 
of R” then by an inductive argument we can assume the existence of an orthonormal basis 
{u,, . . ., ~~-1) of [u’q’ satisfying (T(ui), T(uj)) = 0 whenever 1 c i < j s m - 1. By letting 11, = u” 
then {ui,. . ., u,} is the desired orthonormal basis of R”. This completes the proof. 
The collection of k-dimensional subspaces of R” will be denoted by Y,,p.? Let T: R” + R” be 
a linear transformation. For K in Y,,’ define &T(K) = ,i, (IT(ui)ll’ where {vi,. . ., uk} is an 
orthonormal basis for K. & is well defined since 
h,(K) = $I trace {(TudTudTl = $, trace {(Tuh(u;TTT)l 
=~trace{(T’T)(uiu?)}=trace[(T’T)(~ uiuiT)) 
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and since i viviT represents the projection PK of R” onto K. For K in .Y’,,k let K’ denote the 
i=l 
orthogonal complement of K in R”. We will say that K is Cl w.r.t. T if (T(x), T(y)) = 0 
whenever x E K and y E K’. If IIT(y s llT( )(( x w h enever x E K, y E K’, ([x(1 = JIyI( = 1 then we 
will say that K is C2 w.r.t. T. 
Proposition 5 
Let T: R” + R” be a linear transformation and let K0 be in 9”‘. 
(i) If K0 is Cl and C2 w.r.t. T then t,hdK) s &(KO) for all K. 
(ii) If &(KO) < I,Q~(K) for some K in 9: then there exists H in X for which &(KO) < 
~~(f0K0)). 
Proof. For any K, K0 in Y,,’ there exists by Proposition 4 an orthonormal basis {w,, . . ., wk} 
of K for which (Ph(Wi), Ph(wi)) = 0 whenever I s i < j c k. W.L.O.G. we may assume that 
P&wi)#Ofor lcisp andPk&wi)=Oforp+l~j~k. Let 
for 1 c i S p. {q, . . ., v,,} is an orthonormal system in K,, which extends to an orthonormal basis 
{u,, * * -9 uk} of KO. For 1 c i =Z p there exists real numbers Ui, bi satisfying a’+ bf = 1 and a 
vector v’i in Ko’ of norm 1 for which Wi = aiUi + bivy. Suppose now that Ko is Cl and C2 w.r.t. 
T. Then 
(IT( Wi)l12 = afllT(vi)112 + bf(lT(v’i)1)2 + hbi(T(vi), T(u3) 
= afll T( vi)(12 + bfll T( V’i)112 s GI(T(vi)(JZ + bfJIT(vi)I12 = IIT(vi)I12 
for 1s i s p, and IIT( Wj)I12 = )IT(vj)((2 for p + 1 d j c k. It follows from this that t&(K) s tiT(KO) 
for any K in 9,,k whenever K0 is Cl and C2 w.r.t. T. 
Suppose now that &(Ko) < &(K). Then for some index i we must have llT( wi)(( > (IT(vi)((. 
Select H in X satisfying H(s) = wi and H(uj) = aj whenever 1 s j G k and j# i. Such an H 
must exist since (Wi, Vi) = 0 whenever j# i. {VI,. . ., Vi-l, Wi, Vi+19 . . ., vk} is an orthonormal system 
spanning H(Ko) and since ()T(wi)ll> IIT(vJJ then +T(Ko) < $#(K&). This completes the proof. 
For a finite family of multivariate normal densities each of whose covariance matrix is the 
identity matrix, let {VI,. , ., v,} be the collection of pairwise differences of mean vectors for 
distinct pairs. For a k x n rank k matrix B let $(B) be the B-induced interclass divergencell]. 
Then 
HB) = [Z trace {[BBT]-‘B(I + UiViT)BT} I - mk. 
It can be shown that there exists a unitary matrix U in 41 for which 4(B) = ++([41,?]u) where 
[4]2] is the k X n matrix whose ith row equals e:. For that U we can determine that 
where Pk is the projection of R” onto the span of the vectors {e,, . . ., ek}. Let Y be the m X n 
matrix whose ith row is UiT for 1 c i s m. Since 
11pk(u(vi))112 = (~Thh vij2 + . ’ ’ + (UT(ek), vij2 
then 
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If we let K,, be the span of {e,, . . ., ek} then $(B) = &( UT(&)). Therefore maximizing 
interclass divergence in this case can be done by maximizing the function U + &( U(K,,)) on %. 
Proposition 5 implies that this function is X-sloped. 
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